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Ваш надежный помощник

 

IP level ASIC Verifier for relocation to Sweden
 

Киев,  
 

Компания: Telescope Services AB
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB специалисты, Работа за
рубежом

Пожелания к сотруднику
 

Образование: средне-специальное
Опыт работы: от пяти лет

График работы: полный рабочий
день

Описание вакансии
 

Sweden needs skilled engineers! About 30,000 of them by 2030 to be precise, according to the Swedish Statistical Central Bureau.
Right now we have ~ 200 open positions for Software Engineers with our clients in Sweden and we need to expand our consultant
pool with ASIC verifiers with IP level experience.

Since early 2000 we have employed and relocated engineers to Sweden from all over the world. We are certified by the Swedish
Migration Board and have a well established process for bringing in You and Your family to Sweden with work & residence permit.
During our nearly two decades in business we have a 100% completion and approval rate - every time and for every case.

Our consultant pool consists of consultants within the fields of security, automotive, embedded systems, telecommunications, online
solutions, and application development. Now we are looking for several engineers to join us in different positions in these areas.

Job Description

Requirements and responsibil ities:

Proficient with verification using UVM methodology
Strong collaborative skills with System Architects and Integration teams
Proficient in verification planning, reporting and driving verification closure. Must understand how a verification project works,
from start to finish
Experience with IP level and system level verification
Strong team player
Excellent communication skills, both written and oral English
Experience with UNIX and / or Linux
At least 7 years in ASIC / FPGA industry
Strong work ethics

Good to have:

Experience with UART, SPI, I3C protocols
Experience with analog-mixed-signal type ASICs
Experience using formal properties and tools, such as Jasper, OneSpin, InFact and similar
Experience in using golden models / reference models in a test bench
Experience in agile ways of working, agile scrum
Clearcase version control system experience
VHDL knowledge
C-programming
Scripting in Perl, Python, Bash or C-shell
More than 10 years in the ASIC / FPGA industry

What's in it for you?

For this position we offer a salary of 38000-45000 SEK gross per month, based on the level of prior experience. About 30% goes in
taxes whereof up to 18.5% is automatically credited to your personal pension plan which you will receive regardless of which country
you reside in upon retirement.

In addition to the salary Telescope Services offers:

https://jobs.ua/rus/vacancy/it_web_specialists
https://jobs.ua/rus/vacancy/work_abroad


Occupational pension plan corresponding to 4.5% of the gross salary (added on top)
Five weeks paid vacation per year
Income insurance
Work liability insurance
iPad or laptop
Governmental pension plan
Mobile phone with data plan subscription
Language course support
Sports contribution
Relocation package

Also included in the package is that Telescope Services will:

Handle the work permit application process from “A” to “Z”, for you and your family
Arrange your tickets to Sweden, for both you and your family
Help you in finding an apartment; you will have a place to stay when you arrive to Sweden
Provide expat service once landed in Sweden.

Start: ASAP, or when Your current obligations allow.

Extent & Duration: Long term.Full time as employee.

Please send Your CV to jobs_ukraine2021@telescopeservices.se. Please state application code TEL2021-IPA in the subject of
Your email.

Контактная информация
 

Телефон: +46-46-211-2030
 
 

Контактное лицо: JefKong
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